SANCTION POLICY
The Manitoba Cycling Association (MCA) has as part of its mission and
mandate the organization and development of the sport of cycling. To insure
that the best quality and safest sporting events and activities occur, the MCA
sanctions activities thereby indicating its support and endorsement for the
event. These sanctions may be given providing the event Organizer(s) is/are
committed to the beliefs and values of the MCA as outlined in its
Constitution.

Sanction Regulations
All sporting activities, including International, (Pan Am Games) National,
(Canada Cups) Local, (Manitoba Cups) or Club Events (Kids of Mud and
other novelty events) are governed by this policy and regulation.
The Organizers of MCA sanctioned events are to abide by the UCI/CCA/MCA
Rules and Regulations governing the specific activity.
The event Organizer will prepare and implement an Emergency
Response Plan, including an adequate emergency response team to
deal with all potential incidents related to their activity.
The event Organizer will abide by the criteria established in the Mountain
Bike Commissaries’’ Handbook and the Road Commissaries Guidelines. All
events must be supervised by commissaries trained in the specific
discipline.
The Chief commissure of each discipline can assist Organizers in procuring
commissaries for each event.
Only MCA sanctioned events may use the MCA Logo and reference the
Manitoba Cycling Association, its committees, clubs or members.
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Non Sanctioned Events
Community events such as MS Rides and other charity organizations may be
recognized by the MCA, from time to time, but they carry their own liability
insurance and their own separate and independent organizational structure.
Any sporting event or activity operating outside of this policy and these
regulations does so without the support or endorsement of the MCA, and as
such is not entitled to the use of MCA materials or equipment, including but
not limited to liability insurance for the Organizer or the participants of the
event.
“Approved by the Board of Directors of the Manitoba Cycling Association by
motion at a Board meeting held on November 5, 2008”
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